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♦ Posted by Ronn Kahake

Yep, this is what we term National Reconciliation. It should teach us not to reduce political mercy with this come along parties. When they are defeated they resort to the very same laws that was de- nied us formerly. It should teach us to remember democracy and forget what we went through. If you can re- call, there was this drive of "necklacing" in South Africa, during which people would hang neck- ring tid of puppets. This is what the RDP and CDP co- horts deserved then. Democracy and free market system are proven to be a没事 progress. If you look at the scaled western or developed nations, they only started talking democracy after they had their bellies full, they use democracy to maintain their status. Right now they will try and enforce their perception of democracy through these Namibians. This can only work on the condition that they never had a progressive vision but only a mission of distabilization. I can feel my blood rising when I look at a picture of men lost on the polit- ical battle field. Ai siestog......

♦ Posted by Evelyn Mathews

I wonder what makes them want to go to parliament now, i guess their fellows members are staring to death now and noted that without SWAPO Government money they cannot help themselves and want to benefit, although i do not believe they can bring anything. I am against this nonsense. They should not try to evaluate and build churches, I will notl and build upon Namibia but still now i have not seen or heard any- thing what happen anoo.

♦ Posted by Sunday Nekongo

LOL Tala, that is well said! I think they really had a hidden back door. Why? My hat is off for the SWAPO Gov. Thanks

♦ Posted by Salomo Uipinge

I would like to commend the Hon. Prime Minister for making the job creation a priority because a lot of youth really need a job. I hope my broth- er and sisters in our country will benefit and start- ing their families too. My kind request to the Prime Minister to per- haps spread the pace, thanks. We won’t do anything! My hat is off for the SWAPO Gov. Thanks

♦ Posted by Leonie

We will indeed be a county of FREEDOM. It will just show that we have and will be victorious in every- thing we do and touch.

♦ Posted by GShaanayenge

RDP (Rally for Disappointed People) + RP (Rally for puppy- Erk) (OKWANGA YELIPUKA)

Both the RDP and SWAPO Party have coal- ition partners this year, with their coalition or not they are nothing to the SWAPO PARTY, VIV A SWAPO PARTY OF NAMIBIA.

♦ Posted by Cde. Njouuma

Keep up the good work with what is going on in SWAPO PARTY OF NAMIBIA. Information is key ALUTA CONTINUA

♦ Posted by Cde. Kathan a Nambibia

Dear Comrades, hereby calling all the bonafide SWAPO mem- bers to participate in the SWAPO National Congress. The Congress is to be held from 17-23 Thursday September 2010. Since becoming Judge-President of the High Court in December 2004, I have tried to understand the factors that impede the efficient delivery of justice by the High Court.

In the six years or so that I have been in this job I have been making some attempts— with the help of my colleagues and successive registrars — to introduce reforms to make justice delivery more in tune with the demands and expectations of an increasingly critical and frustrated public. I am still not satisfied that we are meeting public expectations. The public expect a judicial process that is affordable, transparent, accessible, fair, impartial and easy to understand; and one that dispenses justice reasonably speedily. That is the promise that SWAPO Party made to the people of Namibia when it came to power, and that promise that it intends supporting the Zionist and imperialist policies, the interna- tiona challenges Namibia is cur- rently facing, I believe the SWAPO Government is on the right track to just achieve the major challenge Comrade, SWAPO is here
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